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Answer oae question from each Unit

UNTT-I

1. (a/ Show: that two points 21, z2 wilL be
inverse points w.r,t. the circle

zZ +d,z+oz + r =O

if and only if
ztZz +d.4 +o"22 +r =O . 5

fbi Prove that

l4 + zrl2 +lz, - zzl2 =2lztl2 +2lz2l2 s
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2, (a) Prove that the Sum and product of
two complex numbers. are real iff they
are coqjugate to each bther.

Find the Loci of. z which satis$ the
condition

z-l n
- z+l 3

UIYIT-II

3. (a) lf n is real, show that

r'(cosn0+isinn0) .

is analytic except when r=0 and
its derivatives -

fb) Usrng Cauclry-Riemann equations, show
*iat f(zl=Z is nowhere {jfrprentiable.

4. [aJ Show that the function

fl4=e-", z+o, JlPl=o

is not analJrtic at z=O, although Cauchy-
Riemann equations are satisfied at that
point.

If 11-y = (x- !lx2 ++xg+g21 and

f(A=u+iu is an analytic function of
z= x+ia, tlren find f {y' i telnu._ of z. 5
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UNIT-III

Show that the power series )ar.z" and

its (qrivative Eoon""-' have same

radius of convergence.

fb, Find the radius of convergence of the
following power series :

til , nJl, +i rn'' u I +2ni

.... z 1,3 , 1.3.5
ta,t -+-z- 1- 23 I ..." 2 2.5 2.5.4

Find the domain of corrvergenie of the
series

>(#)"

Examine the behaviour of the following
power series on the circle of convergence : -

- -n-ft) ):-'' Tn
- -4tutiit )'" i 4n+l

6. (a)

h)

4

( Turn Ouer )
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UNTT_IV

7. (Q Verrfy Cauchy integral theorem for the
' ' 

following integrat : 5

[.Qr2 -t +sla,, ctlzl=1 .

(bJ Evaluate
t z*2 .| 
-az

JL z

where L is the semicirc le lzl=2' 5

8. (a/ Using Cauchy integral formula, evaluate
,dzf"#*'c:lzl=r s

/b,l Bxoand for the region- z(2" -32+21
I < lzl <2. 5

UNIT_V
,|

9. (aJ Show that the fimction u-i; 
has slmple

Poles at 2' = | 2111Q 2 = -L 5

(bi show that .w[if"-"-'f] "" be

oPanded in the form i** and frnd

the value of or, ' 5
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10. (a/ Find the singularity of the following
- functions :

., cotfiz(t) __+ at z=a and z=_(z-d"
I

/di) sin ^ at z=ll- z

/b/ State and prove maximum modulus
tfreorem.

***
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SECTIoN-A

( Multiple Choice)

(Marks: 1O )

Each question carries 1 m4rk

Put a Tick E mark against the correct answer in the box
provided :

L, lf z=1+iJ5,

(a) n /3
(b) 2n /3
(c) o tr

(d) n/2

I L46

t}aen largzl + largZl is equal to

tr

tr

tr
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2. The conjugate of i is

(a)i D

(b) -i n

(c) 1 tr

(q-l tr

3. Functions satisffing Laplace's equation are known as

(a) regolx tr

1b/ harmonic tr

(c) homomorphic tr

(d/ conjugate tr

4. The analytic function whose real part is er cosy is

(a) e' tr

(b) e-' tr

(e) z tr

(d). * tr
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5. A power series within its circle of convergence

(a/ converges absolutely tr

(b/ converges uniformly tr

(c) converges absolutely and uniformly tr

/d./ diverges tr

6. The power series X .}. *tff converge
z

(a) itlzl<l D

(b) iflzl>l tr

(c) iflzl=1 tr

(Q for all real vaiues of z tr

7. The value of !"! ^r"rthe 
semicircular arc above to the

circle lzl= I i5

(a) ni tr (b) -ni tr

(c) 2ni tr

V/MAT (vii)/ 14s
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8. A continuous arc without multiple points is called a

(a/ Jordan curve tr

(b/ continuous arc tr

(c) contour !

/d/ rectiliable arc n

9. 11" function "r/'h^, singularity z=O as a/an

/aJ removable singularity tr

(b) pole tr

(c) essentia-l singularity tr

(d/ non-isolated essential singularity tr

1O. A function w= f (4 ceases to be analytic, if

1q1 !=o tr
clz

@) *=* tr
clz

1.1 d* does not exist tr
dz.

/di None of the above tr
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SECiloN---.8

(Very short answer )

(Marks: 15 )

Eaeh questian carries 3 marks

Answer all questions

Write very short answer of the following :

l. lf a2 +b2 =1, then find the value of
1+ a+ ib
l+ a-ib
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2. For what value of z, t}re function u,l delined by the
equations ceases to be analytic?

z =logp + iO ; w= p(cosQ+ ising)
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3. Find the centre and radius of convergence of the power

series

\', (- l)n , ^'\n
L:___--.!_lz + z.l._
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4. Evaluate :

r5+3i "I z"dz
J -2+i
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(e)

Define pole with example.

***
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